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Introduction 
 
 
Over time, year by year, the dense details of our past are filtered out 

and forgotten, leaving only a few well-known peaks to represent whole 

centuries of human activity. Lost Skills of the 19th Century is an attempt to 

recover a few of these details from lesser-known 19th-century American 

books and magazines, from sources as diverse as how-to books, travelers’ 

accounts, popular magazines, scientific studies, memoirs, histories, and 

even poetry (a guide to shoemaking set to rhyme). The skills described are 

mostly forgotten ones, no longer used or replaced by newer, more efficient 

or profitable practices, or perhaps known now only to a few hobbyists or 

skilled craftsmen. I have attempted to provide enough information that they 

can be relearned – if not fully with the excerpted instructions given here, 

then by following the links to the complete books, which are instantly 

available for reading in the online archives, without login or cost. 

Lost Skills, however, is not just about old ways of making or doing. It’s 

also a book of stories about life in long-ago America. Subjects range from 

familiar, traditional crafts like carpentry and needlework to driving a 

carriage, dinner table etiquette, rounding up cattle, dancing, giving 

recitations, making bonbons, building teepees, and cleaning feather beds. 
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The excerpts – eighty in total, taken from seventy-eight 19th-century books 

– are simply short sections that struck me as particularly flavorful and 

descriptive. My notes at the end of each excerpt explain archaic terms and 

also discuss the author’s life and other relevant (or sometimes not so 

relevant) information. 

The excerpts are arranged chronologically, starting with “Syllabubs, 

Creams, and Flummery”, from an 1802 cookbook. It may seem disorienting 

at first to jump from that to “Air bathing” (1803), then to “Preserving beef” 

(1803), and so on, until the book comes to an end in 1899, but Lost Skills is 

not really a traditional how-to book. You may never need to load half-wild 

steers onto a Mississippi riverboat or entertain your friends with tableaux 

vivants or harvest blocks of ice from a frozen lake, but to read descriptions 

of how these things were done by people who were there and did them 

becomes very much like time travel. Which is really the central purpose of 

this book, and what has made it such a pleasure to research and write. 

In case you’re unfamiliar with the online archives: mass digitizing of 

the contents of major university libraries was jump-started by Google and 

the University of Michigan in the early 2000s, and since then millions of 

volumes have been scanned and put online by Google, Internet Archive, 

Library of Congress and others. Hathitrust.org, which I have used as the 

source for almost all the texts in this book, is an online digital library formed 

as a collaboration between a number of large university and private libraries 

and the Library of Congress. Books.google.com and Archive.org (Internet 

Archive) maintain comparable archives with their own unique strengths and 

features, and you can generally find the same titles in any of these archives, 

but not always, and not always the same editions. I’ve used HathiTrust as 

my primary source because of its wide base of support in universities around 

the country and its association with the Library of Congress, which seems a 

good guarantee of continuing free access in the decades to come. HathiTrust 
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(as well as the other archives) makes anything printed before 1923 (the 

current copyright cutoff date), along with copyright-free material after that 

date, fully available for online reading.  

All of the books excerpted here have hyperlinks that will take you to 

the beginning of the source book. After you arrive at the book, if you want to 

go to the excerpt, enter the page number in the “Jump to” box on the upper 

left. If your ereader does not have internet access, simply go to hathitrust.org 

on your computer and enter the title and author in the search box.  

The text in Lost Skills of the 19th Century is reproduced as written in 

the original sources. Spelling and grammar are as I found them and content 

is unedited except where I had to condense in the interests of brevity. These 

omissions are indicated by ellipses. There are occasional ugly words, words 

in common use during the 19th century, that I have left as is because the 

contexts are not malicious; I do not endorse them, but sanitizing history is 

dishonest.  

The dates for the books are publication dates, but not always the first 

publication date. I’ve noted this when the gap between those dates is more 

than a few years. All of the books were published by American publishers, 

but a few were reprints of books originally printed in England. 

 

Abundant thanks to Wikipedia for background information on many of 

the skills discussed in this book. Other sources are cited in the text, with 

links where they might be useful. Most of all, thanks to the many 19th 

century authors whose work is featured here. They are all very much worth 

remembering. 

 

Cover Image by John C. H. Grabill (1888 – Sturgis, Dakota Territory), 

Courtesy of Library of Congress. 
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For my large, blended family.
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(1802) Syllabubs, Creams, and Flummery 
 

Susannah Carter (1802). The Frugal Housewife: Or, Complete Woman Cook., 

Philadelphia: Mathew Carey. p. 105 

** 
OF SYLLABUBS, CREAMS, AND FLUMMERY. 

To make a fine Syllabub from the Cow. 
Sweeten a quart of cider with double refined sugar, and grate a nutmeg into it; 

then milk the cow into your liquor. When you have thus added what quantity of milk 
you think proper, pour half a pint, or more (in proportion to the quantity of syllabub you 
make), of the sweetest cream you can get, all over it.  

A Whipt Syllabub. 
Take two porringers of cream, and one of white wine, grate in the skin of a lemon, 

take the whites of three eggs, sweeten to your taste, then whip it with a whisk; take off 
the froth as it rises, pour it into your syllabub-glasses or pots, and they are fit for use.  
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Syllabubs. Image courtesy of Ivan Day  

** 
To make a fine Cream. 

Take a pint of cream, sweeten to your palate; grate in a little nutmeg, add a 
spoonful of orange-flower water, or rose-water, and two spoonfuls of sack; beat up four 
eggs, and two whites, stir it all together one way over the fire, till it is thick; have cups 
ready and pour it in.  

Lemon Cream. 
Take the juice of four large lemons, half a pint of water, a pound of double refined 

sugar beat fine, the whites of seven eggs, and the yelk of one beaten very well; mix all 
together, strain it, set in on a gentle fire, stirring it all the while, and skim it clean; put 
into it the peel of one lemon when it is very hot, but not to boil; take out the lemon-peel, 
and pour it into china dishes.  

Rasberry Cream. 
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Take a quart of thick sweet cream, and boil it two or three wallops; then put it off 
the fire, and strain the juice of rasberries into it to your taste; stir it a good while before 
you put your juice in, that it may be almost cold when you mix it, and afterwards stir it 
one way for almost a quarter of an hour; then sweeten it to your taste, and when cold 
you may send it up.  

Whipt Cream. 
Take a quart of thick cream, and the whites of eight eggs beaten with half a pint of 

sack; mix it together, and sweeten to your taste with double refined sugar; you may 
perfume it (if you please), with musk or ambergris tied in a rag, and steeped a little in 
the cream. Whip it up with a whisk that has a bit of lemon-peel tied in the middle. Take 
off the froth with a spoon, and lay it in your glasses or basons.  

To make a Trifle. 
Cover the bottom of a dish or bowl with Naples biscuits broke in pieces, 

macaroons in halves and ratafia cakes.—Just wet them through with sack; then make a 
good boiled custard not too thick, and when cold pour it over, then put a syllabub over 
that. You may garnish with ratafia cakes, currant jelly, and flowers.  

Flummery 
Take a large calf's foot, cut out the great bones, and boil them in two quarts of 

water; then drain it off, and put to the clear jelly half a pint of thick cream, two ounces of 
sweet almonds and an ounce of bitter almonds, well beaten together. Let it just boil, 
then strain it off, and when it is as cold as milk from the cow, put it into cups or glasses.  

Oatmeal Flummery. 
Put oatmeal (as much as you want) into a broad deep pan, cover it with water, stir 

it together, and let it stand twelve hours; then pour off that water clear, and put on a 
good deal of fresh: stir it again in twelve hours, and so on in twelve more. Then pour off 
that water clear, and strain the oatmeal through a coarse hair sieve, pour it into a 
saucepan, keeping it stirring all the time with a stick, till it boils and becomes very thick. 
Then pour it into dishes. When cold, turn it into plates, and eat it with what you please, 
either wine and sugar, or milk. It eats very well with cider and sugar.  

You may observe to put a great deal of water to the oatmeal, and when you pour 
off the last water, put on just enough fresh to strain the oatmeal well. Some let it stand 
forty-eight hours, some three days, shifting the water every twelve hours; but that is as 
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you like it for sweetness or tartness. Groats, once cut, do better than oatmeal. Mind to 
stir it together when you put in fresh water. 

 

Notes 

Ambergris: A substance produced by the digestive system of a sperm whale 

which, when sufficiently aged, has a pleasant, appealing scent; once used in 

perfumes, as well as for cooking. The supply chain is haphazard: A lump of 

ambergris is excreted or vomited by the whale and collected when it 

eventually washes up on a beach, though whalers sometimes discovered it in 

the stomachs and intestines of deceased whales.  

Basons: An archaic spelling of basin. 

Boiled custard: Made with whole milk, eggs, sugar and nutmeg and/or 

vanilla. You’ll find recipes for boiled custard on the internet, but, 

unaccountably, not in The Frugal Housewife. She does include a recipe for a 

custard pudding, but it doesn’t sound as pourable as this recipe requires. 

Flummery: A soft pudding. It depended on the addition of sugar, cider, wine, 

fruits, &etc. for flavor. 

Groats: Minimally processed whole grains. Steel-cut oatmeal is a modern 

example. 

Musk: An aromatic substance used in perfumes; obtained from the glands of 

a male musk deer or from similar smelling plants. Now usually made 

artificially. 

Naples biscuits: A narrow, rectangular cookie made with flour, eggs and 

sugar and flavored with rosewater; often used in recipes of the period. 

Porringer: A round bowl with one or two handles roughly equivalent in 

volume to a good-sized cereal or soup bowl. It was traditionally used for 

porridge, though not exclusively.  

Ratafia cakes: Similar to a modern macaroon. 
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Receipts: The Frugal Housewife and other books of this vintage refer to 

recipes as receipts. This usage gradually changed with the passage of the 

century, though it persisted in some places well into the 20th century. In 

Cookbook, by Debbie Coleman, published in 1855, “Receipt,” “Receipe” and 

“Recipe” are all used (in that order) within the first few pages, although that 

may just indicate an indecisive author.  

Sack: A fortified, sweetish white wine or sherry, with a higher alcohol 

content than ordinary wine. 

Syllabub: First mentioned in print in England in 1537, syllabubs were 

typically made with an acidic alcohol like cider, wine or sack mixed with milk 

and cream. There are many variations, and you do not need to milk a cow 

directly into your glass, as Susannah Carter suggests, to experience an 

historically authentic one.  

Trifle: A large, multi-layered dessert. It has nothing to do with small or 

insignificant, which is the other meaning of the word.  

Wallops: A full, rolling boil. As used here (“boil it two or three wallops”), our 

panel of distinguished experts was unsure whether it meant to bring the 

cream to a boil for a second, two or three separate times, or to just let the 

cream boil fully for several seconds. Perhaps it doesn’t matter, but you may 

want to experiment before serving to guests. 

Yelk: An archaic spelling of yolk. 

 

** 

The Frugal Housewife packs a multitude of recipes into 132 pages, 

often cramming half a dozen onto a single page, which makes for a fast read 

but a certain amount of confusion about quantities and cooking times. The 

majority of the dishes involve meat (often wild game or birds) and seafood, 

with curiosities like roasted larks, brain cakes and calf’s head. Sample 

menus are also included.  
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The book uses f to represent the long s at the beginning or middle of 

words, a practice that was dying out by the beginning of the 19th century, so 

the text is slow going until you become accustomed to it. 

The author originally wrote this book in England in 1765, but an 

American publisher reprinted it with some minor adaptations for American 

readers. The details of Susannah Carter’s life and other books by her are 

unknown, at least by me.  
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(1803) Air bathing 
 

A. F. M. Willich, M.D. and James Mease, M.D. (1803). The Domestic 

Encyclopaedia; Or, A Dictionary of Facts, and Useful Knowledge. Vol. I. 

Philadelphia: William Young Birch and Abraham Small. Page 25. 

** 

AIR-BATH, in its general acceptation, implies a contrivance for the reception of 
fresh air. All persons, but especially children, ought to resort, at least for a short time, 
every day to this method of enjoying the salubrious influence of that universal agent. 

To persons of a robust and vigorous habit, we cannot recommend a more bracing 
and pleasant remedy. In this place, however, we shall give only an historical sketch of 
the simple air-bath, without expatiating on its nature and effects. Its benefits were first 
pointed out by the late illustrious FRANKLIN, who describes it with his peculiar 
simplicity, in the following words: “Every morning at day-break I get out of bed, and 
pass half an hour, or an hour, in my chamber, according to the season, in writing or 
reading, without any clothes; and this seems rather pleasant than otherwise: and if I 
return to bed, as is sometimes the case, before I dress myself, I have an addition to my 
night’s rest of one or two hours sleep, sweeter than you can imagine.” 

The late Lord MONBODDO, a man of an amiable, though eccentric character, 
was so decided an advocate for the air-bath that he accustomed himself to take violent 
exercise, when quite undressed, in the open air. In this practice he persevered till within 
a few years of his death (which happened in May, 1799); he also annointed his body, like 
the ancients, with aromatic oils, especially in a moist and heavy atmosphere. Whether 
by these singular expedients, or by a frugal and philosophic mode of life, he enjoyed that 
extraordinary degree of mental serenity and bodily energy, which prolonged his 
existence to the 90th year of age, we shall not pretend to decide. 
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Notes 

Franklin: Our own Benjamin Franklin, statesman and scientist, believed that 

exposure to fresh air, in any season, was beneficial to health and a good 

corrective to stale, smelly indoor air, though he never wrote much on the 

practice.  

Lord Monboddo: James Burnett, Lord Monboddo, while eccentric, was also a 

well known scientist and Scottish jurist who contributed to the development 

of historical linguistics and to the theory of evolution.  

** 

The Domestic Encyclopaedia was published in England and then 

reprinted in America with additional contributions by James Mease (see the 

catalog record on the hathitrust.org page for the other volumes). To 

distinguish it from competitors, it stated in the title page that it was “Chiefly 

Applicable to Rural and Domestic Economy” – farming and manufacturing. It 

was also printed in a smaller size than other encyclopedias of the time, 

which made it easier to carry around. 

Encyclopedias (then and now) were written to advance knowledge, but 

also to make money for their publishers, and judging by the fact that the 

first two pages of the preface of The Domestic Encyclopaedia were devoted 

almost entirely to pointing out the flaws of all the other encyclopedias then 

on the market, it was a competitive business. Wikipedia lists ten other 

British and American encyclopedias either recently printed or published in 

1803, including the Encyclopedia Britannica (still being produced today, 

though in digital form only). The writer of the Preface has nothing but 

contempt for them. “When it is considered,” he says, “that the Editors of 

these bulky compilations have directed their chief attention to the quantity 

of materials, rather than to a critical selection of facts; that, with a few 

exceptions, such works have been conducted by persons better qualified to 

superintend a printing office, or a bookseller’s shop, than to arrange or 
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explain the immense circle of the Sciences; and that the auri sacra fames 

[accursed hunger for gold] has almost uniformly been the principal object of 

these Speculators, it will then be readily allowed, that their productions 

afford only negative advantages to the social world.”  

Standing around in the fresh air for extended periods with no clothes 

on is not exactly a lost skill, though the modern practice lacks the zesty 

quality that air bathing seems to have had. Modern Baths and Bath Houses, 

written in 1908 by Wm. Paul Gerhard C.E. (John Wiley and Sons, New York) 

devotes almost 19 pages to the history and practice of air bathing, should 

you wish to learn more or to take it up yourself. The photo of air bathing 

shown below is from page 224 of that excellent book. It was taken at least a 

hundred years after Franklin died, but Franklin was a heavyset man and 

probably would have looked roughly the same. 

 
Hathitrust.org
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(1803) Preserving beef 
 

“Method of Salting Meat.” The Boston Weekly Magazine, Vol. II, No. III, 

November 12, 1803, p. 11. Boston: Gilbert and Dean. 

** 

[As the season for packing meat is at hand, we presume the following method of 
preserving it, will be acceptable to our readers.] 

From DEANE’S NEW-ENGLAND FARMER. 
As farmers are most commonly too far distant from market places, to be supplied 

from them with fresh meat, and as it is most convenient for them to kill only at certain 
seasons, they ought to be well acquainted with the best methods of keeping meat in good 
order, by salting. 

The common method of preserving pork, reserving the lean parts for use in the 
cold season, and applying a large quantity of salt to the fat, is perhaps as good as any can 
be. But beef is greatly injured, and rendered unwholesome by a severe salting. 
A good method of preserving beef, which I have known to be practised for several years 
past, is as follows: For a barrel of beef of the common size, reduce to powder in a 
mortar, four quarts of common salt; then eight ounces of salt petre, and five pounds of 
brown sugar. Let the salt be well rubbed into the pieces, pack them close in the barrel, 
and sprinkle the salt petre and sugar evenly over each layer. No water at all is to be 
applied. The juices of the meat, if well packed, will form a sufficient quantity of brine; 
and the beef will keep sweet and good through the following summer, supposing it killed 
and packed in the beginning of winter, or late in autumn; and will not be too salt to be 
palatable.—Draining off the brine and purifying it by boiling and scumming, with the 
addition of a little salt in the beginning of summer, and returning of the brine upon the 
meat, will be a real improvement. 
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Notes 

Salt petre: Potassium nitrate, a naturally occurring salt used as a 

preservative and as an ingredient in gunpowder; often found in limestone 

caves or as a byproduct of the decomposition of organic matter such as bat 

guano or manure, but now manufactured. It was formerly thought harmless, 

but ingested in large quantities it is not, and may cause cancer and other 

health problems. Potassium nitrate is still used as a preservative because it 

retains the color of fresh meat better than anything else; it’s also used as a 

rocket propellant, fertilizer, diuretic, &etc.  

From Deane’s New England Farmer: The aggregator websites that are 

popular now on the internet are nothing more than an electronic version of a 

publishing model that has been around for centuries. The Boston Weekly 

Magazine, like many journals and newspapers throughout the 19th century 

(and later), was a mix of original content and reprinted or lightly edited 

content from other sources.  

** 

Fresh beef can now be kept for up to a year in a freezer, and 

processed, canned beef stays edible for up to five years, but survivalist 

websites still recommend learning how to preserve meat without 

refrigeration, just in case the electrical grid goes down for months at a time 

and/or modern society disintegrates. 

The Boston Weekly Magazine: or Ladies and Gentlemen’s Miscellany, 

was four densely printed pages long, and in the title page of the collected 

volumes billed itself as “Devoted to Morality, Literature, Biography, History, 

the Fine Arts, Agriculture, &c., &c.” It also had articles described as “Useful” 

and “Amusing,” along with poetry, theatrical news, and “Miscellaneous,” 

which included births, deaths, marriages and crimes. It was a lively paper, 

and the devotion to Morality does not seem to have been burdensome. For 

instance, under “Anecdotes”, in the Nov. 5, 1803 issue, we find the following:  
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“A certain Deacon belonging to a church in this State, having had the 

misfortune to lose his wife, attempted immediately after his spouse’s exit, to 

‘strike up a match’ with his maid, whose name was Patience. The Priest of 

the village, coming in a short time after, to console the bereaved husband, 

told him he must have patience to support him in his troubles – Ah! (said 

the Deacon) I have been trying her, but she seems to be rather off.” 
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(1806) Treating leather, coloring feathers and 
making oil-cloth 
 

ELIJAH BEMISS (1806). The Dyer’s Companion, Part Second, Receipts, &c. 

New London: Cady and Eells. Page 3. 

** 
1. To Jack or harden Leather for Horseman’s Caps, Holsters, & c. 

I have found by experience, that saddle leather is the best for caps and holsters. 
In this case, let the cap, &c. be perfectly dry; and on the block when jacked; take melted 
rozin, as hot as is convenient, rub it on with a small swab, then pass the cap back and 
forth through a light blaze, and hold it to the fire till it strikes in; repeat it a second time. 
It is a repellant to water, and keeps the work in its place. For leather that has not been 
oiled, add to three ounces of rozin, one ounce of bees wax, and half an ounce of tallow.  

** 
2d. To make Varnish for Leather. 

Take three ounces of gum shellack made fine, and one ounce and a half of Venice 
turpentine, put them into one pint of double rectified spirits of wine, place the bottle in 
hot sand or water for six hours, shake it often, and apply it with a soft brush or the 
fingers when blood warm. Repeat it three or four times in the course of twelve hours. 

** 
3d. To prepare Feathers, Fur and Hair, to receive Red, Yellow or Green. 

This preparation is necessary as the oil must be extracted previous to colouring. 
For one ounce of feathers, take one quart of water, add to it one gill of sour wheat bran 
water, one ounce of cream of tartar, and half an ounce of allum; simmer this together; 
then after the feathers are washed and rinced, put them in, let it stand twelve hours, 
keeping the liquor hot.  

N. B. White only will receive the above colours.  
** 

4th. To Colour Feathers, Fur, &c. Red. 
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Take half an ounce of cochineal made fine, mix it with an ounce and an half of 
cream of tartar to one quart of water; when simmering hot, add a tea-spoon-full, let it 
stand ten minutes, then put it in the feathers, and so on each ten minutes, until 
exhausted. In all colouring, the dye must not be crowded, and soft water must be used. 
After the whole of the colouring is in, let it stand fifteen minutes, then rince them in 
clear water; whilst in the dye five or six drops of aqua fortis may not be amiss, as it sets 
the colour more on the scarlet.  

** 
5th. To Colour Feathers, Fur, Hair, and Woollen or Silk, Blue, of any shade. 
No preparation is necessary except washing and rincing. To eight ounces of oil of 

vitriol, add one ounce of indigo made fine, a tea-spoonfull of each six or eight minutes, 
shake it often; it must stand two or three days before it is fit for use; indeed the longer it 
stands the better: one tea-spoonful of this to one quart of water, when hot as is 
convenient for flesh to bear, make an azure blue; by adding or diminishing, any shade is 
produced. It is not recommended for woollen, except for women’s light wear, stockings, 
&c. as the colour is not very durable on the wool. Those light articles being easily 
recoloured it will be found the most convenient and expeditious method of colouring, as 
ten or fifteen minutes is sufficient for any of the above articles to colour. It is also very 
useful to revive old dye that has decayed; also, a few drops put into rincing water for 
silk, stockings, &c. gives the primitive clearness. I am sure, if the use of this was known, 
that scarce a family would be found without a phial of it in their house.  

** 
6th. To Colour Feathers, &c. Yellow and Green. 

Take two pounds of fustick, chip it fine, boil it in two gallons of water four hours, 
keeping the quantity of water; then take out the chips, and add one ounce of curkemy 
root, and an ounce of allum; boil the two gallons to two quarts, let the feathers lie in the 
dye one hour to make them green; add two tea-spoonfuls of the oil of vitriol and indigo. 
They require to be only rinced after colouring.  

** 
7th. To Colour Feathers, &c. Black. 

This is the most difficult colour to set. The feathers must lay in a preparatory 
liquor twelve hours; as follows — To each quart of water, add one tea-spoonful of aqua 
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fortis, it must be kept hot the whole of the time: then, for three ounces of feathers, take 
two pounds of logwood chipped fine, and one pound of common sumac, put these into 
three gallons of water in an iron kettle, boil it four or five hours, take out the chips, and 
add two ounces of English nutgalls pounded fine; boil the three gallons to three quarts, 
then put in the feathers, let them be twelve hours; then take three ounces of copperas, 
and one ounce of verdigrease made fine, put them into half a pint of urine, and stir it on 
a moderate fire ten or twelve minutes; put this to the dye, it will set the colour; let them 
be in twelve hours more, then they must be washed or rinced perfectly clean. It is 
possible that hatters and others who deal in black, may find something in this to their 
advantage. 

** 
8th. To Lacker Brass and Tin-Ware 

Take gum gamboge one ounce, make it fine, put it into four ounces spirits of 
wine, let it be kept warm four hours: the method of using it for small ware, such as 
buckles for harness, &c. put them on a piece of sheet iron, heat them hissing hot, then 
dip them in the lacker one at a time, as fast as you please. For large work, let the ware be 
heated, apply the lacker with a fine brush; it gives a most beautiful yellow. 

** 
9th. To make Oil-Cloth for Hats, Umbrellas, &c. 

Take one pint of linseed oil, add one ounce spirits of wine, one ounce of litharge 
of gold, and on ounce of sugar of lead, simmer them together half an hour; take persian 
or sarsnet, tack it within a frame, a common case knife is used in laying on the oil; twice 
going over is sufficient. 

** 
10th. To make Oil-Cloth for Carpets. 

To one gill of dissolved glue, add one gill of honey, and one pint of water, simmer 
these together, stir in it five or six ounces of Spanish white; the cloth being tacked as 
above, rub this on till the pores are filled. If the paint be properly prepared, it will 
neither break nor peal off. 
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Notes 

Allum: Alum. A naturally occurring mineral used in tanning and dyeing. Still 

available in supermarkets, it’s also used in baking powder, pickling, water 

purification, aftershave, deodorant, toothpaste and other applications. 

Aqua fortis: Nitric acid. Historically used for alchemy, because it reacts with 

various metals, and for staining and coloring. 

Case knife: A pocket knife. 

Cochineal: Cochineal dye is a red coloring made from the cochineal scale 

insect. The dye used at this time probably came from Central or South 

America, though similar cochineal dyes were made from scale insects native 

to Central Europe and Armenia. 

Copperas: Iron sulfate or ferrous sulfate is found naturally or manufactured, 

and was used to fix dyes and make ink. 

Cream of tartar: A byproduct of wine making; used for various cooking 

applications, and still sold in supermarkets. 

Curkemy root: Probably turmeric root, which is bright yellow and was used 

as a dye, as well as a spice. 

English nutgalls: Growths formed on oak trees by gall wasps. When 

combined with copperas, black ink is formed. 

Fustick: A tropical tree used to make a yellow dye. 

Gill: About half a cup, or 1/4 of a pint. The gill (pronounced with a soft g, as 

in “Jill”) is still sometimes used as a measure of alcohol in Ireland.  

Gum gamboge: A resin derived from Southeast Asian trees and used as a 

yellow dye. According to WebMD, it’s also sometimes used for its strong 

laxative effect, but they do not recommend it for that. Gum gamboge is still 

available. 

Jack (as in “jack leather”): A term for smoothing and compressing leather. 
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Lacker: Lacquer, which would then have been a product of certain types of 

Asian trees, or possibly a shellac. The lacquer we use today was not 

invented until the 20th century. 

Litharge of gold: Lead oxide mixed with red lead. The dangers of lead 

poisoning were discovered by ancient Greeks and Romans, but forgotten, 

ignored, misunderstood or suppressed until recent times.  Best to avoid this.  

Oil of vitriol: Sulfuric acid, though not as concentrated as what is made 

today.  

Rozin: Rosin, which is derived from the resin of coniferous trees. 

Sarsnet or persian: A fine, soft, silken fabric often used for coat linings. 

Sour wheat bran water: Used to soften water so that fabric may be more 

effectively cleaned in preparation for dyeing. I’m unable to find a recipe for 

this. 

Spanish white: A white pigment. 

Spirits of wine: Ethanol 

Sugar of lead: Lead acetate, used in dyes and varnishes. Like other lead 

derivatives, it can cause lead poisoning. In 1806 it was still sometimes used 

as an additive in cheap wines because of its sweet taste. Another one to 

avoid. 

Venice turpentine: A type of turpentine made from larch trees. Still sold. 

Verdigrease: Verdigris, which is a green pigment made from copper and 

acetic acid. 

** 

Elijah Bemiss was an early pioneer in the still-controversial practice of 

transferring valuable technology from the few to the many. He claims in his 

preface that many of his dye recipes (or receipts, as he calls them), were 

previously only passed from master to apprentice, for substantial fees. He 

also notes (as he thanks his colleagues) that “By contributing our mutual aid 

toward gaining and supporting our independence of Great-Britain, and other 
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foreign countries, to whom in arts and manufactures we have too long 

bowed the knee; we shall promote our own interests and our country’s 

welfare and glory.” His technical, heavily detailed book is still known to and 

consulted by natural dyers. 
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(1806) Starting vegetables in winter with dung 
 

BERNARD M’MAHON (1806). The American Gardeners Calendar. 

Philadelphia: B. Graves. Page 2. 

** 
JANUARY. 

WORK TO BE DONE IN THE  
KITCHEN GARDEN 

Framing. 
Many will think that the instructions hereafter given, for the raising of early Cucumbers and 

Melons, in frames, are too diffuse; especially in a country which abounds in these kinds of fruit, 

produced in such quantities, in summer and autumn, without artificial heat, or very much trouble.  

The remark may be just, but the principal motive for giving these lengthy 
instructions, is to exercise the young Gardener, in the art of managing Garden-Frames 
in general; an art absolutely essential to every good Gardener, and which cannot be 
better exemplified than in the raising of early Cucumbers and Melons. And besides these 
fruit coming into use at an early season, will be much valued and esteemed.  

As several other kinds of Kitchen-Garden vegetables are desirable at an early 
season, such as cresses, rape, lettuce, mustard, radishes, &c. to cut while young; 
asparagus, radishes, peas, kidney beans, &c. to be forwarded to early perfection; 
cauliflower and cabbage plants, to succeed those sown in September, and to produce a 
principal crop for early summer use; you should now provide the necessary supplies of 
hot stable dung, rich earth, and other requisites proper for their cultivation in hot beds, 
as explained for each, under its respective head.  

** 
Hot-bed-Frames and Lights. 

If not already provided with hot-bed-frames and lights, you may get them made 
agreeably to the following instructions. Large frames ought to be made of inch and half, 
or rather two inch plank, of the best yellow pine, nine feet two inches long, four feet ten 
inches wide, as high again in the back as in front, to give the top a due slope to the sun 
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and a proper declevity to carry off the wet when covered with glass lights, to move off 
and on occasionally; every joint ought to be tongued, the better to prevent the admission 
of cold air into, or emission of warm air out of the bed, but in such manner as the 
gardener may think proper…. 

** 
Early Cucumber and Melon. 

As it is generally the ambition of most gardeners to excel each other in the 
production of early cucumbers, &c. all necessary preparations should be made this 
month for that purpose, by preparing dung for hot-beds, in which to raise the plants; for 
they, being of a tender quality, require the aid of artificial heat under shelter of frames 
and glasses, until the middle or latter end of May, especially in the middle and eastern 
states.  

But by the aid of hot-beds, defended with frames and glasses, we obtain early 
cucumbers, in young green fruit, fit to cut or gather in February, March and April, &c. 
and ripe melons in May and June.… 

In order to raise early cucumbers and melons, you must provide a quantity of 
fresh hot stable-dung, wherewith to make a small hot-bed for a seed-bed, in which to 
raise the plants to a proper growth for transplanting into larger hot-beds next month to 
remain to fruit; for this purpose a small bed for a one or two light frame may be 
sufficient, in which case two cart-load of hot dung will be enough for making a bed of 
proper dimensions for a one-light box, and so in proportion for a larger.  

Agreeably to these intimations, provide the requisite supply of good horse-stable-
dung from the dunghills in stable-yards, &c. consisting of that formed of the moist 
stable litter and dunging of the horses together, choosing that which is moderately fresh, 
moist, and full of heat….always prefering that which is of some lively, warm, steamy 
quality: and of which take the long and short together as it occurs, in proper quantity as 
above. And being thus procured, proceed to making the hot-bed, or previously to 
forming it into a bed, if the dung is rank, it would be proper to prepare it a little to an 
improved state, more successful for that purpose, by forking the whole up into a heap, 
mixing it well together; and let it thus remain eight or ten days to ferment equally, and 
for the rank steam and fierce heat to transpire, or evaporate in some effectual degree; 
and by which time it will have acquired a proper temperament for making into a hot-
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bed, by which treatment the heat will be steady and lasting, and not so liable to become 
violent or burning, as when the dung is not previously prepared. 

Choose a place on which to make your hot-bed, in a sheltered dry part of the 
framing ground, &c. open to the morning and south sun: and it may be made either 
wholly on the surface of the ground, or in a shallow trench, of from six to twelve inches 
deep, and four or five feet wide, according to the frame; but if made entirely on the 
surface, which is generally the most eligible method at this early season, it affords the 
opportunity of lining the sides of the bed with fresh hot dung, quite down to the bottom, 
to augment the heat when it declines, and also prevents wet from settling about the 
bottom of the bed, us often happens when made in a trench, which chills the dung, and 
causes the heat soon to decay. 

Then according to the size of the frame, mark out the dimensions of the bed, 
either on the ground, or with four stakes; making an allowance for it to be about four or 
five inches wider than the frame each way: this done, begin to make the bed accordingly, 
observing to shake and mix the dung well, as you lay it on the bed, and beat it down with 
the back of the fork, as you go on: but I would not advise treading it, for a bed which is 
trodden hard will not work so kindly, and be more liable to burn than that which is 
suffered to settle gradually of itself: in this manner proceed till the bed has arrived at the 
height of four feet, which will not be too much; making an allowance for its settling six 
or eight inches, or more, in a week or fortnight's time; and as soon as finished, let the 
frame and glass be put on: keep them close till the heat comes up, then raise the glass 
behind that the steam may pass away….  

Three or four days after the bed is made, prepare to earth it; previously 
observing, if it has settled unequally, to take off the frame and glasses, and level any 
inequalities; make the surface smooth, put on the frame again, and then lay therein as 
much of the above-mentioned earth as will cover the whole top surface of the bed, about 
three or four inches thick, then fill two, three, or more middling smallish garden-pots 
with more of the aforesaid rich earth, place them within the frame on the hot-bed, put 
on the glass or glasses, and continue them till the earth in the pots is warm ; and when 
that is effected, sow the seeds in the pots….  

If the bed should heat too violently, as is sometimes unavoidably the case, the 
pots can be readily drawn up more or less, out of danger of burning the earth, &c. 
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therein; and thus, the sowing in pots in a new made hot-bed in full heat may prove of 
greater advantage than sowing in the earth of the bed, with regard to more probable 
safety from burning.  

After sowing the seeds, put on the lights or glasses close; but when the steam 
from the heat of the bed rises copiously, give it vent by raising one corner of the upper 
ends of the lights, half an inch or an inch, which is also necessary in order to prevent any 
burning tendency from the great heat of the bed in its early state.  

Continue now to cover the glasses of the hot-bed every evening, about an hour 
before sun-setting if mild weather, but earlier in proportion to its severity, with garden 
mats; and uncover them every morning. 

 

Notes 

Garden mats: Old rugs or blankets. 

Lights: Window sash, or pieces of glass framed with wood. This is still a good 

choice for glass covers, as inexpensive used windows can often be found in 

salvage yards. A modern alternative is a twin- or triple-wall polycarbonate 

panel, a clear, inexpensive product used for walls and roofs of greenhouses 

that can be cut to size with a circular saw. 

Rape: Leafy greens similar in appearance to spinach, kale, or chard. 

Stable dung: A mixture of horse dung and hay (or cow and chicken dung) 

gathered from streets, stables and farms.  

** 
Manure was abundant in the 19th century, as most horses produced 

about 15 to 30 lbs. a day, and was an important enough resource to farmers 

and market gardeners in the days before artificial fertilizer that cities that 

took the trouble to collect it could sell it. The heat generated by 

decomposition in large piles of dung was enough that the piles would stay 

unfrozen even in harsh winters, and this free energy was used to warm the 

soil in hot beds so that fresh vegetables and ground fruits could be started 
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early or sometimes even grown throughout the year without danger of being 

damaged by the cold.  

Sadly, or happily, manure is not so abundant as it once was, but if you 

have a steady supply available and are not over-sensitive about handling it, 

manure-heated hot frames are still a good method for year-round growing. 

For expert tips on handling it, see Sound Horsekeeping: Composting Manure on 

YouTube. 

Bernard M’Mahon was one of the most important horticulturalists of his 

time, providing supplies and advice to Thomas Jefferson, among many 

others, and was selected by Jefferson to grow some of the seeds and roots 

brought back by the Lewis and Clark expedition. This excerpt from his book 

has been greatly shortened because the directions are lengthy; a gardener 

of 30 years experience and the owner of a seed and garden supply store in 

Philadelphia, the author’s extensive knowledge often fueled lengthy 

digressions that, while worth reading, eat up too many pages.  

Starting with January, the book is divided into monthly gardening 

tasks, all of which the author has obviously performed himself, and enjoyed. 

The last part of the book is an extensive catalog of plants, herbs, flowers, 

medicinal plants, trees, shrubs, fruit trees, aquatic plants, greenhouse 

plants, perennials and annuals (both hardy and tender) and more, all with 

both common and Latin names – about 3,700 entries. Many were available 

in the form of seeds or rootstock at the author’s store.
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(1807) Making a beaver hat 
 

ANONYMOUS (1807). The Book of Trades. Philadelphia: White-Hall, Published 

by Jacob Johnson. Page 25. 
** 

THE HAT-MAKER 
Hats are made either of wool, or hair of different animals, particularly of the 

beaver, rabbit, and camel. The process is nearly the same in all; it will therefore be 
sufficient if we describe the method made use of in the manufacture of beaver hats. 

The skin of the beaver is covered with two kinds of hair, the one long, stiff and 
glossy; the other is short, thick and soft, and is alone used for hats. 

To tear off one of these kinds of hair, and cut the other, women are employed, 
who make use of two knives: a large one something like a shoe-maker's knife, for the 
long hair; and a smaller one nearly in the form of a pruning knife, with which they shave 
or scrape off the shorter hair. When the hair is off, they mix and card it; they then place 
it on a table having slits in it lengthwise: on this table they mix the hair together, the 
dust and filth falling through the chinks or slits. In this manner they form gores, as they 
are called, of an oval shape, and with the stuff that remains they supply and strengthen 
the parts that may be slighter than they should be. In that part of the brim which is next 
the crown, the substance is thicker than in the other parts of the hat. 

The gores thus finished, the workman goes on to harden them into closer or more 
consistent flakes by pressure ; they are then carried to the bason, which is a sort of 
bench with an iron plate in it, and a little fire underneath it; upon this the gores are laid, 
sprinkled, and brought into a conical shape by means of a mould. 

The hat is now removed to a large receiver or trough, resembling a mill-hopper, 
to the bottom of which is attached a copper kettle filled with water and grounds, kept 
hot for the purpose. The basoned hat is first dipped in the kettle, and then worked for 
several hours, till it is properly thickened. 

The hat is now to receive its due shape; which is done by laying the conical cap on 
a wooden block of the size of the intended crown, tying it down fast with a piece of 
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packthread at the bottom of the block; after which it is singed, and the coarse knap is 
taken off, first with a pumice-stone, then with a piece of seal-skin; and lastly, it is carded 
with a fine card to raise the cotton, with which the hat is afterwards to appear. 

When the hat is so far advanced, it is sent, tied with the packthread on its block, 
to be dyed. This operation is performed by boiling 100 pounds of logwood, 12 pounds of 
gum, and 6 pounds of gall, in a proper quantity of water; after which 6 pounds of 
verdigrise, and 10 pounds of green vitriol, are added, and the liquor is kept simmering. 
Ten or twelve dozen of hats are immediately put in, each on its block, and kept down by 
cross bars for about an hour and a half: they are then taken out and aired, and the same 
number of other hats put in their room: the two sets of hats are then dipped and aired 
alternately several times each, the liquor being refreshed each time with more 
ingredients. 

The dye being complete, the hatter hangs it in the roof of a stove or oven, at the 
bottom of which is a charcoal fire: when dry it is to be stiffened, which is done by melted 
glue or gum. It is then to be steamed on the steaming bason, which is a little hearth or 
fireplace, raised three feet high, with an iron-plate laid over it, on which cloths, 
moistened with water, are laid, to secure the hat from burning. This operation is done 
entirely by the hand. 

When steamed and dried, it is put again on the block, and brushed and ironed, on 
a table or bench, called the stall-board, till it receives the gloss which all new hats have. 
The edges are then clipped very smooth and even, and the lining sewed into the crown. 

The figure in the back of the plate is the man at the trough, fulling and thickening 
the hat, which he does by rolling and unrolling it again and again in the hot liquor, first 
by his hands, and then by means of a little wooden roller. 

The man at the stall-board is finishing a hat, after it has undergone the 
operations of dyeing and steaming: he is using the iron: the block belonging to the hat 
under his hand stands at his left hand, and the brush is before him. Hats in an 
unfinished state are seen in the left corner of the plate; and on the right are the boxes, 
ready to put the hats into as soon as they are completed. 
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Notes 

Basons: An archaic spelling of basin. 

Gall: A dark ink 

Gores: A curved surface. 

Green vitriol: Iron sulfate, used to set dyes. 

Logwood: A black dye. 

Mill-hopper: A rectangular metal funnel. 

Packthread: A thick thread, like twine. 
** 

Beaver hats declined in popularity by the middle of the 19th century, 

which was fortunate for the beavers, as they were close to extinction. 

Beaver hats in various styles are still available, but not as fashionable, and 

the beaver population continues to rebound. 

The Book of Trades was a reprint of a book first published in England 

and meant to help young people chose trades to follow. It was almost 

certainly reprinted without any payment to the English publisher or author; 

U.S. publishers ignored international copyright laws until the end of the 19th 

century, and cheap reprints were a major source of profits. 

The author was not named in either edition, though the original 

English version includes a personal note stating that “hints for its 

improvement, from persons engaged in any of the trades or professions 

described,” would be appreciated. 
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(1809) Conducting a turkey shoot 
 

Edward Augustus Kendall, Esq. (1809). Travels Through the Northern Parts 

of the United States in the Years 1807 and 1808, Volume III. New York: I. Riley. 

Page 200. 

** 
VERMONT – NEW HAMPSHIRE – HARTFORD – WINDSOR – GREAT 

FALLS. 
…Over this bridge, which lies four miles and a half below Dartmouth College, I 

passed, for the first time, into the territory of Vermont. In Hartford, at the foot of the 
bridge, is a growing village, composed at present of half a dozen country shops, together 
with other houses. White River, on the right bank of which the village is situated, 
discloses itself at this spot from amid the bosum of mountains. At one of the public-
houses or taverns, a number of young men were assembled, in consequence of a written 
advertisement, offering them the diversion of shooting at twenty tirkies. On these 
occasions, the taverner fastens one turkey after another to a post, and those who shoot 
at it, take aim at a given distance. The shooters pay four pence halfpenny currency, or 
the sixteenth part of a dollar for each shot, and half a dollar, or the price of eight shots, 
is the ordinary price of a turkey. The bird sometimes falls at the first shot, but 
sometimes sustains no less than thirty-six; and on average, is hit one time in eight. 
When this happens, the taverner is but paid the ordinary price for his turkey; but his 
expectation of profit is formed chiefly upon the sale of liquor. 

 

Notes 

By the early part of the 20th century the wild turkey population in the 

U.S. was almost wiped out, but with protection their numbers have come 

back to the point where hunting is now legal again. Turkey shoots are still 

held, but paper targets are used instead of captive turkeys, with the prize 

being a frozen turkey. Either way, the turkey’s fate is unhappy.  
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Edward Augustus Kendall was an English author best known for 

Keeper's Travels in Search of His Master (London: J. Harris. 1812), a children’s 

book about a lost dog’s adventures as he tries to find his way home. His idea 

to write the book in the dog’s voice was revolutionary at the time and helped 

establish the ever-popular genre of anthropomorphic books and movies (i.e.: 

Walt Disney, &etc.). 

His Travels Through the Northern Parts of the United States comprised 

three volumes of vivid observations of the people, economy, government 

and geography of the New England states – though the second volume is 

unaccountably interrupted by an overlong discussion of “Stones of Power,” in 

which Kendall tries to establish a link between the veneration by various 

native tribes of certain large boulders scattered around the American 

continent and similar practices in ancient Greece, Britain, Ireland and 

elsewhere. (See also Volume I and Volume II). He died in 1842. 
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(1809) Recipe for treacle beer; also some inspiring 
words for housewives 
 

SAMUEL M’HARRY (1809). The Practical Distiller. Harrisburg: John Wyeth. 

Page 181. 

** 
TO MAKE TREACLE BEER 

Boil two quarts of water, put into it one pound of treacle or molasses, stir them 
together till they are well mixed; then put six or eight quarts of cold water to it, and 
about a tea cup full of yeast or barm, put it up in a clean cask or stein, cover it over with 
a coarse cloth, two or three time double, it will be fit to drink in two or three days.  

The second and third time of making, the bottom of the first beer will do instead 
of yeast. 

If you make a large quantity, or intend it for keeping, you must put in a handful of 
hops and another of malt, for it to feed on, and when done working, stop it up close. 

The above is the best and cheapest way of making treacle beer, tho’ some people 
add raisins, bran, wormwood, spices, such fruit, &c. as are in season, but that is just as 
you fancy.  

Indeed many pleasant, cheap, and wholesome drinks may be made from fruits, 
&c. if they are bruised and boiled in water, before the treacle is added.  

The plan of manufacturing domestic wines, mead and small beer, once 
established and understood in a family, becomes easy – is considered a duty – and the 
females prepare as regularly for renewing them, as for baking, and doing every other 
branch of business. Many families amidst plenty of ingredients and means, rarely have a 
comfortable beverage under their roof – this is attributable to indolence, stupidity and 
want of knowledge. – A little well timed, planning and system, with little more than 
usual labor, by the intelligent housewife, will cause comfort and plenty to reign 
throughout, and prove a fine and salutary example to society. Besides, the pleasure a 
lady derives from presenting a glass of good wine, in a nice clean glass to her welcome 
visitants, will always amply compensate for the trouble of manufacturing, and preparing 
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it; but when the more intelligent pass a handsome and well merited compliment on the 
neatness and quality of fare – she derives happiness from her industry, and a degree of 
pleasure approaching to exquisite. 

Notes 

Barm: A foam that forms on top of fermenting alcohol, containing yeast 

cultures. 

Treacle: A golden syrup produced during the first boiling of sugar cane. 

Molasses is produced later in the process and does not have quite as much 

sucrose. Treacle, or golden syrup, as it is sometimes called, is still sold. 

Wormwood: A bitter-tasting shrub used to make absinthe and vermouth. 

** 

A few hobbyists still make treacle beer using essentially the same 

recipe, though they recommend bottling it after 3 days and then letting it 

age for a week before drinking. 

No other works by the author, Samuel M’Harry of Lancaster County, 

PA, appear in the archive. We might guess that he continued in the distilling 

trade, as his preface describes it as a patriotic calling for him – a chance to 

stimulate a national industry and compete with foreign brands. The back 

story he tells in the preface has a touch of the epic: In the beginning of his 

education he was so ignorant he did not even know what fermentation was, 

and those who instructed him were not much further along. In his words, “I 

soon found them to be ignorant blockheads, without natural genius, and 

often, without principle.” And so he began a long and difficult quest for 

knowledge, interviewing fellow distillers, sharing recipes and constantly 

experimenting with different formulas and techniques. He eventually 

achieved a measure of success, as evidenced by the increasing popularity of 

his recipes and the increasing demands on his time by people importuning 

him for free assistance, so despite his lack of literary inclination he gave in 

to the urgings of friends and agreed to publish his results.  
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The book includes sample breakdowns of costs and profits from 

distilling various types of liquor, as well as numerous recipes and tips.  
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(1809) Preparing artillery for a sea engagement 
 

Louis de Tousard (1809). American Artillerist’s Companion, or Elements of 

Artillery. Philadelphia: C. and A. Conrad and Co. Page 406. 

** 
CHAPTER XIV. 

OF A SEA ENGAGEMENT 
A GENERAL engagement of fleets or squadrons of men of war is nothing else 

than a variety of particular actions of single ships with each other in a line of battle. We 
will describe the latter particularly, as we are only writing for gunners, and do not 
attempt giving instructions to admirals, who are charged with conducting the former. 

The whole economy of a naval engagement may be arranged under the following 
heads, namely, the preparation, the action, and the repair or refitting to be ready for 
another engagement. 

** 
SECTION I. 

Preparation. 
The preparation is begun by issuing the order to clear the ship for action, which is 

repeated by the boatswain and his mates at all the hatchways, or staircases, leading to 
the different batteries. As the management of the artillery, in a vessel of war, requires a 
considerable number of men, it is evident that the officers and sailors must be 
restrained to a narrow space in their usual habitations in order to preserve the internal 
regularity of the ship. Hence the hammocs, or hanging beds of the latter, are crowded 
together as close as possible between the decks, each of them being limited to the 
breadth of fourteen inches. They are hung parallel to each other in rows, stretching from 
one side of the ship to the other, nearly throughout her whole length, so as to admit of 
no passage but by stooping under them. As the cannon, therefore, cannot be worked 
while the hammocs are suspended in this situation, it becomes necessary to remove 
them as quickly as possible. At the summons of the boatswain, up all hammocs! every 
gunner, matross, as well as sailor, repairs to his own; and having stowed his bedding 
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properly, he cords it up firmly with a lashing, or line, provided for that purpose; he then 
carries it to the quarterdeck, poop, or forecastle, or wherever it may be necessary. At 
these different places they are firmly stowed by the quartermaster in proper nettings on 
each side, or on the tops, so as to form an excellent parapet to prevent the execution of 
small shot on the quarterdeck, tops and forecastle. 

When the batteries of cannon are cleared of all incumbrances, and the ship ready 
for action, the gunner, with his mates and quarter gunners, is busied in examining the 
cannon of the different batteries, to see that their charges are thoroughly dry and fit for 
execution; to have every thing ready for furnishing the great guns and small arms with 
powder as soon as the action begins, and to keep a sufficient number of cartridges 
continually filled to supply the place of those expended in battle. 

The gunner also observes that the following dispositions are attended to, that 
nothing may retard the execution of the artillery. 

1. A lintstock with match, boutefeu, is lighted for every cannon; several other 
pieces of match are also lighted in the cook room, and plates of match, tresses,1 with 
priming, are made ready for the occasion. A sentry is placed at each hatchway, whose 
duty it is to maintain a free passage for the powder, and to drive away any person 
holding light or fire. For further precaution, a wet swab is placed at each hatchway. 

2. The powder cartridges filled for service are carried to the ship's head or bow, 
either in bags or budge barrels,2 and arranged in the boatswain's store-room, observing 
to place those of the same caliber together, which prevents confusion. It is best to carry 
at first more than may be supposed to be necessary than to be without during the action. 

                                            
1 These plates, tresses, are made of three ends of slow-match, which are lighted together, and are 
 
2 The budge or grenade barrel is made in a frustum of a cone; the smaller end is open, and fitted 

with leather, or painted canvass, which is drawn close as a purse. They serve to carry the cartridges to the 

battery, or to put in the grenades already loaded and primed. When the ship is cleared for action, one of 

these last is carried up to each top, two on each castle, gangway and poop, each of which contains twenty-

five grenades.  
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3. Shot and wads are brought upon the deck, exclusive of such as are already in 
the lockers; spare wheels, gun tackles, breechings and their lashings. The whole is 
distributed along the batteries, to replace, on occasion, such as may be damaged. 

4. From the spare room store are provided, axes, hammers; splicing fids; clamps 
or carriage cap-squares; lines; marlines; flathead, carriage axletrees; jacks, crics; strops, 
herses; staples; forelocks; suet or tar; and other articles that may be wanting or missing 
during the action. Part of them are deposited in baskets at the foot of the main capstern, 
and at the bitts on each battery, where they may be easily found when wanted. 

5. Grenades, in case of boarding, are distributed partly on the maintop and poop; 
partly on the foretop and forecastle. They are carried in budge barrels, with a few pieces 
of lighted slow-match. 

6. The battery fire tubs are visited; they ought to be two thirds, or at least half, 
filled with water, with a swab to each tub. Each is marked with the number of the 
division and gun to which they belong. 

7. Each captain of a gun sees that all the implements which are necessary for the 
engagement are placed in order by the side of his gun. Round,3 chain, double headed 
and grape shot cases are placed in the midships. 

8. The lantern of the after magazine light room is lighted; two signal lanterns are 
placed on the foretop deck, towards the steward's hatchway, one astarboard, the other 
alarboard, and as far as possible; another signal lantern is placed at the fore magazine 
light room. These three lanterns serve to light the way for those who go for and pass the 
cartridges. 

9. All the other signal and fighting lanterns must be kept in readiness, together 
with their candles and lashings, in case the engagement would take place or to continue 
by night. 

Lastly, all the powder which is near the bulkhead is taken from the gun room, la 
sainte barbe, as well as the match tubs,4 ready furnished, primings, &c; and all that is 
not necessary, during the engagement, for the service of the cannon, is carried down in 

                                            
3 The French express this kind of shot by the term ange, or angel shot. 
4 The match tub is a cask, staved at one end; on the edge of which notches are cut to pass the 

lighted matches, the end of which is within the cask, so that the sparkles may fall either in the water or in 
the sand, with which they are half filled. 
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the hold. The gun and state room bulkheads, or partitions, are removed and carried to a 
place destined for that purpose, to clear the deck for action. Every captain of a gun 
provides himself with some hemp to make small plugs to stop the vent when the cannon 
are fired. 

When the hostile ships have approached each other to a competent distance, the 
drum beats to arms; the boatswain and his mates pipe all hands to quarters at every 
hatchway. All the persons appointed to manage the great guns, repair to their respective 
stations. Those who are to go down the magazines must have neither shoebuckles, 
knives or pipes. The hatches of the gun room, spare room, cable stage, boatswain’s store 
room, and afterhold, are immediately laid, and only a hole is left in each of them 
sufficiently wide to pass the cartridges. A centinel, armed with a sabre, is placed at each 
of the hatches, to prevent any one from deserting his post by escaping into the lower 
appartments, or coming near them with fire, or without orders. The lashings of the great 
guns are cast loose and the tompions withdrawn; the gun tackles are stretched along to 
the recoil; and the running part of this fall is coiled, lashed and arranged close to the 
ship’s sides; the whole of the artillery above and below is run out of the ports, and 
levelled to the point range ready for firing. 

Notes 

Boutefeu: The French word for the lintstock (or linstock), which was a long 

pole with a fork at the end that held a slow-burning match. The Wikipedia 

entry for Linstock has a short video of historical reenactors using a lintstock 

to fire a cannon. 

Carriage axletrees: The axle for the gun carriage. 

Carriage cap-squares: The thick metal plate that holds the cannon trunnions 

to the carriage. 

Crics: Jacks for lifting the cannon. 

Forelocks: Metal part used to hold the end of a rope or chain. 

Frustum of a cone: The narrow end of a cone-shaped bag. 

Marlines: Small ropes that were tied or woven around the end of large ropes 

to keep them from unraveling. 
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Matross: The gunner’s assistant. 

Splicing fids: A round piece of wood or metal at least several inches long 

that tapered to a point. It was used to separate strands of rope so that 

additional lengths could be woven in. Bless the internet – you can watch a 

video of using a “Sailor’s fid”, should you be interested. Splicing fids are still 

sold and used for rope work.  

Tompions: Plugs inserted into the muzzle of the cannon to keep out dirt. 

** 

Louis de Tousard began his military career as a second lieutenant in 

the French Royal Artillery Corps, but resigned to fight in the American 

Revolution with Lafayette. After the war he served in the French army in 

Haiti, and also purchased and ran a coffee plantation there. He fought 

against slave uprisings in Haiti, then was imprisoned in France during the 

French Revolution on what were apparently trumped-up charges. With the 

help of American diplomats he was eventually freed, whereupon he returned 

to the U.S., received a commission as an artillery officer, and helped build 

West Point Academy.  

The Artillerist’s Companion is a two-volume textbook covering almost 

everything known about artillery at the beginning of the 19th century. 

Tousard took part in numerous military actions, losing his right arm during 

the Battle of Rhode Island in 1778, and the book, despite its length, is terse 

and practical. He can be quite hard, as in this description of a gunner’s 

duties during a naval action (V2, p. 412): “No one must quit his post upon 

pain of death, and should any one happen to refuse obeying his officer, he 

ought to be put to death on the spot. The greatest silence is to be observed, 

in order to act with concert, according to the occasion, and without 

confusion.”  

Louis de Tousard died in 1817. 
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(1817) How to bleed someone in an emergency 
 
JAMES EWELL (1817). The Medical Companion: With a Dispensatory and 

Glossary. Philadelphia: Printed for the Author. Page 480. 

** 
BLOOD-LETTING. 

The art of opening a vein, and the necessary cautions respecting the operation, 
should be learned by every one; since cases of emergency may happen, when the 
necessity of its being performed is evident, and where life may be lost before medical 
assistance can be obtained. Another qualification necessary to be possessed, is that of 
being able to stop the flow of blood from a vein thus opened. 

To bleed, you are to apply a ribbon or ligature with some degree of tightness, an 
inch or two above the elbow joint; and as soon as a vein is conspicuous, place the thumb 
of your left hand about an inch below the place of your puncture, and then with your 
right hand, holding the lancet firm betwixt your thumb and fore finger, make an incision 
obliquely into the vein, without changing its direction, or raising the handle, lest the 
point; being lowered in proportion, should cut the under part of the vein, or perhaps 
even wound an artery.5 

When the quantity of blood you wish, is drawn, un-tie the ligature, and close the 
orifice. To accomplish this, let the thumb be placed on the orifice, so as to bring its sides 
together, and to press it with a moderate force. The flow of blood will now be stopped, 
and the operator, with the hand, must introduce a compress, made by twice doubling a 
piece of linen about two inches square, between the orifice and his thumb; over this 
place another compress, three or four inches square, of a thickness sufficient to fill up 

                                            
5 To discriminate between an artery and vein, is a matter of the utmost importance. This is readily 

done if proper attention be paid. The chief mark of distinction is, that the artery has a pulsation, which 

the vein has not. 

But frequently it happens, that an artery lies so immediately under a vein, that its pulsation may 

be felt through the vein. In such cases it will be prudent not to open the vein unless the operator is skilful; 

for it must be attended with danger. 
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the hollow of the bend of the arm, confining the whole with a ribbon or tape, passing 
over the compress, and above and below the elbow, in the form of a figure eight, 
finishing with a knot over the compress. 

If the bleeding continue obstinate, the sleeve of the gown or coat above the 
orifice, ought to be ripped or loosened; and if this do not succeed, the lips of the incision 
should be brought nicely together, and while they are compressed firmly by the thumb 
of the operator, the coldest water should be poured on the arm, or the orifice washed 
with sharp vinegar. The placing of a piece of adhesive plaster over the orifice in the vein, 
generally succeeds in checking the flow of blood. 

To bleed in the foot, a ligature must be applied above the ankle joint, and after 
opening the most conspicuous vein, if the flow of blood is not copious it may be 
increased by immersion of the part in warm water. On removing the ligature, the blood 
will readily cease to discharge, and a piece of court plaster is the best bandage. 

Topical blood-letting is executed by the application of leeches, as near as possible 
to the part affected, or by a scarificator, or an instrument with a number of lancets acted 
upon by a spring. 

When leeches are employed they must be previously prepared by drying them, or 
allowing them to creep over a dry cloth; the part also, to attract them, should be 
moistened with cream, sugar, or blood, and they confined on it by applying a wine-glass 
over them. 

When the scarificator is used, as soon as a wound is made, a cup exhausted of its 
atmospheric air, by burning over it for a few seconds, a bit of soft paper dipt in the spirit 
of wine, and on the flame of which being nearly exhausted, must instantly be applied 
over the scarified part; when full, it is easily removed by raising one side of it, to admit 
the air. When you have taken away in this manner a sufficient quantity of blood, the 
wounds are to be covered with some cream or mild ointment. 
 

Notes 

Adhesive plaster: An early version of the band-aid. 

Scarificator: A bloodletting tool with several sharp blades that snapped out 

and withdrew. 
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** 

Bleeding as a cure for anything has long since been discredited, but 

leeches are a different story. After falling out of favor for most of the 20th 

century, leeches came back into use in 1985 when a surgeon was inspired to 

use them to stop blood clotting during microsurgery (he was reattaching a 

child’s ear). A mechanical alternative was developed in 2001, but many 

physicians still prefer live leeches, despite the unpleasant optics.  

Dr. Ewell (1773-1832) was one of the most prominent physicians of 

his time, and his book was endorsed by (among others) Thomas Jefferson, 

to whom it was dedicated. It was reprinted and revised multiple times in the 

first half of the 19th century, with an eleventh edition being printed in 1859.  

The first three editions of the book also include A Concise and 

Impartial History of the Capture of Washington. (See page 661 in this 

edition, under the title “Appendix. – Bilious Fever,” though the Table of 

Contents calls it “Capture of Washington.”) Dr. Ewell, who was living in 

Washington D.C. in 1814, was an eyewitness to the events leading up to the 

abandonment of the capitol and its capture by the British, and he remained 

in the city with his family during the occupation, treating both American and 

British casualties. In his chronicle he makes note of instances of both 

incompetence and courage among the American defenders (naming names), 

and also praises the British commanders for their courteous treatment of 

him. This history, while fascinating, had almost nothing to do with the 

subject of the larger book and was eliminated from subsequent editions, but 

it is vivid and worth knowing, and we do our small part here to make sure it 

is not forgotten. 

 


